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A New Model For Film Distribution
MOVING DOCS BRINGS HIGH QUALITY DOCUMENTARIES TO
AUDIENCES ALL OVER EUROPE

With high profile documentary films like Bikes vs. Cars, The Forecaster, Good Things Await
and We Come as Friends, Moving Docs is setting new standards for joint European
screenings and thereby reaching out to new audiences across the continent.
Moving Docs is a screening partnership founded for the joint distribution of documentaries
across Europe. The idea came from the Athens based documentary festival CineDoc, which
organises regular screenings of award-winning European and international documentaries
across the country. Moving Docs takes this idea to a pan-European level, working with
international partners to organise joint screenings all over Europe reaching a diverse
European audience.
The pan-European vision and the project's impact potential through a strong selection of
documentary titles led EDN – the European Documentary Network to join the project as the
coordinating partner. The project has since attracted influential screening partners from
across Europe. The full list of screening clubs, festivals and distributors working with a
variety of platforms currently includes:









Against Gravity, Poland
Apordoc, Portugal
Doc/it & Il Mese del Documentario, Italy
Brave New Culture, Cyprus
CineDoc, Greece
DocLounge, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland
Docs Barcelona, Spain
Scottish Documentary Institute, UK

Among the selected titles for 2015, which will be screened and promoted by a number of
partners are Bikes vs. Cars by Fredrik Gertten, The Forecaster by Marcus Vetter, Sugar Blues
by Andrea Culkova, Good Things Await by Phie Ambo, We Come as Friends by Hubert
Sauper, Toto and his Sisters by Alexander Nanau and Greece Works in Progress by Elena
Zervopoulou.
As an example of the opportunities provided by the Moving Docs collaboration is a
simultaneous screening of The Forecaster, which took place on September 29, just before
the date of the economic crash predicted by the film’s main character Martin Armstrong.
The screening included a live transmission from Athens, where Martin Armstrong and
director Marcus Vetter discussed the film and took questions from the audience joining the

event across Europe. Due to the current economic situation and the subject of the film
Armstrong and Vetter chose Athens to be a symbolic location for the event.
A further example of the outreach possibilities within the Moving Docs network are the
screenings of Fredrik Gertten’s Bikes vs Cars. These are supported by the European Cycling
Federation as part of a wider campaign to encourage Europeans to get on their bikes. Bikes
vs Cars depicts a global crisis with a clash between the earth's climate and limited resources,
and cities where huge areas are devoted to cars. From bike activists in Sao Paulo and Los
Angeles fighting for safe bike lanes, to the City of Copenhagen, where 40% commute daily by
bike, Bikes vs Cars captures the struggle of cyclists (and indeed humans in general) in a
society dominated by motor vehicles, The film also shows the revolutionary and unexpected
changes that can take place if more cities dare to move away from car-centric models. The
European wide collaboration with an organisation such as The European Cycling Federation
is an example of how the Moving Docs project can increase the impact of documentaries, reaching new and diverse audiences and encouraging real life action.
Moving Docs is supported by the EU programme Creative Europe and funding has been
confirmed for activities reaching into 2017. For the coming year focus will be on film
campaign and outreach – not only for the selected titles but also with the motivation of
creating methods and structures which will be of benefit and use to the larger industry
community. New partners joining for the 2016 programme include, among others, Jupiter
Films, France; Autlook Filmsales, Austria and Rise and Shine, Germany.
For 2016 Moving Docs is currently looking for brand new titles with a planned 2016 release
and with great outreach potential. Further screening partners around Europe are also invited
to come on board for next year for screenings of one or more films and in this way tap in to
the pan-European outreach campaigns and events organised by Moving Docs.
For more information on Moving Docs visit movingdocs.org
Quotes:
Rea Apostolides – co-founder CineDoc:
"The idea for Moving Docs is to create a screening network on a pan-European level, which
will allow award-winning European documentaries to reach large European audiences, via
diverse media platforms. MD also creates an innovative structure that generates knowledge
about how to jointly release documentaries across Europe."
Paul Pauwels – Director EDN:
“EDN is very proud to be the coordinating partner for Moving Docs. The initiative fits
perfectly well into our mission statement to promote, support and stimulate the
documentary in Europe and to offer the widest possible audiences access to the very best of
European documentary production.”

Marcus Vetter - Director The Forecaster:
"If a film speaks a universal language, it deserves a universal audience. That’s why we
organised a life broadcast event with Moving Docs in Athens - the city that the whole world
is looking at to get an answer about the worldwide debt crisis."
Katharine Simpson - Co-Director, Doc Lounge (Moving Docs Partner):
”Moving Docs has been an essential progression for Doc Lounge, – enabling us to meet and
collaborate with other organisations across Europe who like us are passionate about, and
skilled in, bringing documentaries to new audiences. Working together through Moving
Docs, across borders and across platforms, we are creating a fresh and appealing offer to
both documentary filmmakers and audiences.”
About EDN
EDN - European Documentary Network is a member-based organisation for professionals
working with documentary film and television. EDN supports, stimulates and creates
networks within the documentary sector in Europe and beyond; informs about funding,
financing, development, co - production, distribution and collaboration across borders by
individual consultation and a range of activities including workshops and seminars. Join EDN
via http://www.edn.dk/edn/join-edn/
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